"To Whom It May Concern:
I was extremely disappointed to see, via backup (Ex1) that
Phoenix Capital Group Holdings, LLC ("Phoenix")
provided through an auction at EnergyNet, that Hess
Corporation was essentially conducting pro bono due
diligence for a mineral acquisition Phoenix was pursuing
but had not closed on yet. It appears that Phoenix was
utilizing Hess' labor and internal proprietary title databases
to check ownership on a mineral owner on or before
December 2, 2020, and would hold off on closing their
acquisition until Hess blessed and signed off on title via an
email on Friday December 4, 2020 at 7:05 AM. After
obtaining Hess' due diligence on their mineral acquisition,
Phoenix would then electronically file their Mineral and
Royalty Deed shortly thereafter the same day at 2:56 PM
(Ex2). Within 3 business days, on December 9, 2020 this
interest would be setup to be auctioned on EnergyNet
platform, with final bids due at 2:55 today.
Phoenix did this in a manner in which it appears to exploit
the spread of prices that they knew existed between the
price they got
under agreement for and what
buyers on EnergyNet would pay, while seemingly not
taking on any pricing or title risk and certainly not
informing
of their intentions to start the
process of having this interest put up for auction prior to
even closing on her transaction. One could speculate with
the facts at hand, and reviewing their PSA templates, that

Phoenix went through this timeline in a manner in
which the auction would close and they would have funds
from that sales prior to even having tendered
the closing price promised in their PSA. I've provided a
copy of one of their proposed agreements (Ex3) which
provides that Phoenix must take ownership of the asset
prior to closing and that they don't have to close until 45
business days after they receive the executed PSA &
Mineral Deed. As the mineral deed between
and Phoenix was executed and notarized on December 1,
2020, if they negotiated their typical PSA, that would mean
that Phoenix wouldn't need to even pay
until
January 31, 2021.
Hess providing ownership confirmation to its mineral
owners in this type of transparent fashion should be
applauded within our industry. However, that doesn't
appear to be what happened and I think anyone reviewing
this email would agree that providing this kind of
proprietary data should not extend to mineral brokers who
are trying to profit off risk free flipping of mineral owners
property. Furthermore and most disturbing, is the
mineral broker being granted preferential treatment is
owned, financed and managed by a convicted criminal
named Adam Ferrari (Ex4 & Ex5). Mr. Ferrari was
arrested in 2019 after he had cut off the signature and
notary block of a mineral deed and cut and pasted it onto
a backdated mineral deed into his company in order to
defraud said mineral owner out of >$250k.

Phoenix obviously doesn't promote the fact that their CEO
is Mr. Ferrari for obvious reasons, most importantly likely
being that they're violating SEC laws which disallows any
company to utilize EnergyNet's online marketplace if their
owners or management have been convicted of crimes
that "(ii) are based on a violation of any law or regulation
that prohibits fraudulent, manipulative, or deceptive
conduct, issued within ten years;". As such, I'll address
several points I feel prove beyond a reasonable doubt that
Mr. Ferrari is behind Phoenix:
-Mr. Ferrari has a Phoenix email (Ex6) and is actively
being listed in association with the company alongside the
rest of their employees' contact information on 3rd party
websites not associated with Phoenix.
-I've never heard of a company that lists and actively
promotes who their COO, CTO & CFO are, but omits who
the CEO of the company is.
-First hand accounts from several of Phoenix's counterparties have specifically stated that their point of contact in
working with Phoenix was Mr. Ferrari.
-Phoenix was incorporated in Delaware on 4/16/2019
(Ex7) two months after Ferrari was arrested and almost
immediately after he was kicked out of his company by his
board of directors shortly thereafter.

-Mr. Ferrari lists his address with the Colorado Secretary
of State (Ex8) as being in Playa Vista, CA, which is
adjacent to Phoenix offices in a city in which I don't think
anyone can name another active mineral and royalty
acquisition company.
-Phoenix's "founding member" (Ex9) alongside Mr. Ferrari,
as well as Tom Kruk (Ex10), Sean Goodnight (Ex11) and
Adam Josephson (Ex12) all worked for Mr. Ferrari prior to
being let go alongside Mr. Ferrari in the purge that
occurred after his arrest, and are all now gainfully
employed at Phoenix under Mr. Ferrari's direction.
I mention all of this, as I don't believe it's widely known in
the Bakken/Williston Basin community as to Mr. Ferrari's
association with Phoenix or their wider employee base's
lack luster track record in conducting themselves in an
ethical manner. Also, I feel compelled to bring this
particular incident to light so that Phoenix is not being
assisted in promulgating the same business tactics that
Mr. Ferrari utilized in order to exploit the mineral
ownership community in Weld County Colorado starting in
2017 up until his arrest in 2019 while running Ferrari
Energy/Wolfhawk Energy Holdings LLC.
In particular, Phoenix's predecessor entity's standard
business practice in Weld County was to get someone
under agreement in a manner in which the owner signed a

PSA & Mineral Deed at the same time prior to closing.
They would then file the mineral deed but hold off on
paying or closing on that mineral owner until they had
been able to sell the interest or the mineral owner started
to complain. This ultimately led to Phoenix's predecessor
entity getting sued 9 times within the span of just 9 months
to a point that someone would set up a website to
document all of these misdeeds. Phoenix's predecessor
would ultimately not win a single one of these lawsuits,
and be included in several more. In fact, over the span of
just two years between September 2017 and 2019,
Phoenix's predecessor would have to file 59
reconveyances (Ex13) to the counterparties they never
paid, but had already filed a mineral deed of record in
Weld County, with their misconduct and behavior being
well documented in the local press (Ex14).
Clearly I don't believe anyone at Hess or the organization
in general has done anything wrong here, but were merely
attempting to expedite your operations. So, at the very
least, I would encourage you and the rest of the operator
community in the Bakken to stop providing Phoenix/Ferrari
with proprietary information without having first obtained a
filed copy of a mineral deed. Furthermore, and I believe
more importantly, I would also highly recommend that
additional oversight be placed into whether or not Phoenix
has actually tendered full payment to their mineral owners
they're transacting with prior to formalizing any transfers

they might be requesting and certainly before releasing
any funds."
In regards to the EnergyNet process, Phoenix/Ferrari is
currently in violation of the Seller's agreement & SEC
rules/regulations by the following paragraphs:
pg 7 paragraph 24 Disqualification Event
"SELLER represents that neither the SELLER nor its
predecessors, affiliated entities, directors, executives or
other officers of the SELLER, any beneficial owner of 20%
or more of the SELLER’s outstanding voting equity
securities, calculated on the basis of voting power at the
time of sale (each, a “Seller Covered Person” and together
“Seller Covered Persons”), is subject to any of the “Bad
Actor” disqualifications described in Rule 506(d)(1)(i)-(viii)
under the Securities Act of 1933 (a “Disqualification
Event”), except for a Disqualification Event covered by
Rule 506 (d)(2) or (d) (3). The Disqualification Events are
summarized on Exhibit “D”. SELLER has exercised
reasonable care to determine whether any Seller Covered
Person is subject to a Disqualification Event. SELLER has
complied, to the extent applicable, with its disclosure
obligations under Rule 506(e) and has furnished to
EnergyNet.com, LLC a copy of any disclosure provided
thereunder."
pg 12 Disqualification Events under Rule 506(d)(1)

Criminal convictions within ten years in connection with
the purchase or sale of any security, making of a false
filing with SEC, or arising out of the conduct of business
as an underwriter, broker-dealer, investment adviser, or
paid solicitor;"

